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ABSTRACT

Keywords

The exponential rise of online content in the form of blogs,
microblogs, forums, and multimedia sharing sites has raised
an urgent demand for efficient and high-quality text clustering algorithms for fast navigation and browsing of users
based on better document organization. For several kinds
of these user-generated content, it is much easier to obtain
the input in small sets, where the data in each set belongs
to the same class but with unknown class labels. Such data
is viewed as weakly-labeled data and the inherent chunklet
information is very useful for improving clustering performance. In this paper, we propose a system - CluChunk
(clustering chunklet data) to cluster unlabeled web data
which incorporates chunklet information. We try to transfer
the original feature space by a discriminatively learning linear transformation such that simple unsupervised learning
techniques (such as K-Means) in the transformed space can
achieve good clustering accuracy. Using larger scale data
from some web applications (social media and online forums), we demonstrate that the clustering performance can
get significantly improved by: 1)incorporating the inherent
weakly-labeled information into the clustering framework;
2)enriching the representation of short text with additional
features extracted from the chunklet subset. The proposed
approach can be applied to other mining tasks with large
scale user-generated content, like product review summarizing and blog content clustering/classification task.

User-generated Content, Text Clustering, Data Transformation, Chunklet

1. INTRODUCTION

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1 [Models and Principles]: General; H.3.3 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Clustering

General Terms
Algorithms,Experimentation
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In this era of information explosion, there is a large amount
of web content being generated by users every moment in
the form of forums, blogs, microblogs, customer reviews,
and so on. Twitter is an online microblogs which allows
users to publish content (called “tweets”) Users in Twitter
generate more than 200 millions tweets per day [1]. In Facebook.com, there are about 100 millions comments posted by
users in one day [6]. This huge amount of information invariably makes its manual comprehension infeasible for a person,
and urges the development of automated methods geared towards helping the user better understand this information.
For example, in a online shopping website, automatically
clustering the customer reviews into categories and filtering
out duplicate or very similar items can make the information
more manageable for a user to view. However, web content
is very different from traditional documents, and automatically clustering/classifying such data usually faces two main
problems. The primary problem is that traditional supervised and semi-supervised approaches for text classification
often require labeled data for learning classifiers. When applied to a large amount of web data, creating such labeled
data, even with a few documents per category, can be a
time-consuming and error-prone process. However it is difficult to get good performances using traditional unsupervised
clustering methods such as K-Means and normalized cut.
How can we find an efficient and high-quality clustering algorithm for the large scale content data? In this paper, we
aim at addressing the problem of grouping user-generated
content data by exploring the inherent weakly labeled information, which is very helpful for improving the clustering
performance. We find that, for several kinds of web usergenerated content, it is much easier to obtain the input in
subsets, where the data in each subset comes from the same
but unknown class. For example, in Facebook.com, a person
can create and manage pages (also called “walls”) to represent their organizations or companies. Facebook provides
some functions to allow the page managers to create content
(called “posts”) publicly in their pages to which their audiences can make comments to. These posts and comments
can be classified based on their topics, such as political, education, games/sports, health etc. Figure 1 shows a post
published by msnbc.com(a news/media company) referring
to the election of president Obama, and other users made

Figure 2: An illustration of how the data with chunklet information is extracted from web sites and
stored in database
relevant features[17]. In this paper, we address the problem
by proposing a novel method for discriminatively learning
linear transformations using the chunklet information. The
key advantage of our technique is that it results in transformation space that are better for class discrimination than
RCA. We focus on discriminatively learning linear transformations in order to improve the subsequent performance of
unsupervised learning techniques in the transformed feature
space. The second problem, when dealing with web text,
it may raise challenges because of its shortness and sparseness, which makes it extremely hard to build a feature space
directly for clustering and classification. In this paper, we
propose a method for improving the clustering accuracy by
enriching the representation of the short texts to be clustered. In our method, the conventional bag of words representation of one text item is augmented with the features
extracted from other items within the same chunklet.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
(1)We propose an algorithm to discriminatively learn a linear transformation using the inherent chunklet information
extracted from web content;
(2)We improve the performance of clustering by enriching
the representation of short web text using external feature
source from the same chunklet;
(3)Building a complete system (Cluchunk) to extract the
data with chunklet information from web, structurally store
them into database and cluster them based on topic.
The proposed approach demonstrates superior performance
two real-world datasets for clustering task. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related
work. Section 3 presents the architecture of our proposed
framework as well as the method for for enriching the feature space. The details of the proposed transformation for
clustering is given in Section 4. Experimental results are
presented in Sections 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with
directions for future work.

Figure 1: An illustration of a post and its comments
in msnbc.com wall from Facebook.com

their comments to this post. Nearly all of the comments
talk about the election or opinions to Obama and belong
to the same topic (i.e. election or political). Such comments be obtained automatically and stored in a database
structurally as shown in Figure 2. Facebook provides APIs
(http://developers.facebook.com/) for the downloading of
posts and comments. When downloading a post we can
also get all the comments within that post, with each comment corresponding to a unique post ID. In our database,
the comments as well as the corresponding post are stored.
Comments related to the same post are collected in one
subset with the same (although unknown) label, and there
are many small subsets in the whole dataset. This assumption would be true in a majority of cases in the real-world
data. Similar paradigm can be found in forums data. In
a forum like F lyertalk (http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/),
there are a lot of user-generated content posted per day with
different topics varied from flight, hotel, traveling etc. One
user can post a message(usually called “thread”) related to a
specific topic and others can reply the thread. All the replies
made to a specific thread are viewed in a subset and have
the same topic label.
This kind of data is actually weakly labeled data and all
the subsets are known as chunklets. The chunklet is defined as a subset of points that are known to belong to the
same although unknown class [4]. It is important to notice
that such a scenario yields positive pairwise relation, i.e., ‘X
is similar to Y’ if X and Y belong to the same chunklet but
never gives negative relation ‘X is dissimilar to Z’ if X and Y
belong to different chunklets as even two items from different
chunklets may have the same (unknown) label. There are
some previous works about data with chunklet information
[4, 19, 17, 10] using Relevant Componet Analysis(RCA).
RCA is an effective linear transformed algorithm, which can
be used as a preprocessing step for unsupervised clustering
or nearest neighbor classification of the data. Through the
transformation based on a group of chunklets, RCA can assign larger weights to relevant features and low weights to ir-

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first review some related work on web
text and short text classification/clustering methods, and
then review some problems associated with learning on the
chunklet data.

2.1 Web Text Classification/Clustering
The exponential growth of online text has raised an urgent demand to understand the web text. As mentioned earlier, web text is different from traditional documents in its
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shortness and do not provide enough word co-occurrence or
shared context for a good similarity measure. Two major approaches have been exploited to enrich the representation of
short text. One is to derive a set of explicit or implicit topics
from existing large corpus and to enrich the representation of
short text by using these topics. In [12, 11], the authors use
Wikipedia concept and category information to enrich document representation to address semantic information loss
caused by bag-of-words representation. Wikipedia is used
in [9] to build a concept thesaurus to enhance traditional
content similarity measurement. [7] proposed a method for
improving the modeling for short text by leveraging topics
at multiple granularity. Another direction for addressing
the problem of short text is to directly fetch external text
to expand the original text. In [3, 14], semantic similarity
between words was obtained by leveraging page counts and
text snippets returned by the search engine. Similarly, titles and snippets we combined to enrich the original short
text, which leads to a significant improvement in similarity
measurement in [2, 18, 16]. In this paper, we will follow the
second approach by directly enriching the original short text
with the external text. The original feature is expanded using other text within the same chunklet. In other words, the
new features are a combination of the original features and
the features extracted from the chunklet data. This method
is efficient and suitable for large scale web data.

2.2

with short text from a Facebook wall. As we discussed in
Section 1, when using bag-of-words model to represent short
text, it often leads to the problem that the short text is insufficient to provide enough term frequency for classification
and clustering. In this paper, we consider the closeness of
data in the same chunklet and explore the chunklet feature
to enrich the representation of the short texts to be clustered. We propose a 3-step-framework of feature extraction:
the extraction of features from the original text, the generation of features from chunklet data and the combination of
the original and generated features.
Preprocessing for unsupervised clustering: In this
phase, the goal is to get the discriminatively learnt linear
transformation matrix using chunklets, in order to improve
the subsequent performance of unsupervised clustering techniques. Then the original data is transferred into a new representation by the transformation matrix. This transformation can be viewed as a preprocessing step for unsupervised
clustering. The details will be presented in next section.
Building a Cluster: After the features are obtained and
the input features have been transformed into the new space,
the task is to group the comments into a specific topic. In
this work, we analyze a simple paradigm: given some predefined topics, the system can cluster all the comments into
groups based on the topic.

3.2 Feature Extraction Using Chunklet

Learning with Chunklet Data

In many unsupervised learning tasks, it is much easier to
obtain the data in chunklets, without the need for labels.
Each chunklet is the set in which the data comes from the
same class but the actual class labels are not known. Such
a scenario yields partial equivalence relations. There are
some existing approaches in the literature about the learning with partial equivalence relations [20, 5]. One of the
algorithms for this purpose is Relevant Component Analysis (RCA) [17]. RCA is an effective linear transformed algorithm used for data representation, which finds a linear
transformation of the data such that irrelevant variability
in the data is reduced. This “irrelevant variability” is estimated using chunklets. A nonlinear extension of RCA called
kernel RCA was proposed by Tsang et al.[19]. However,
the major drawback of RCA, similar to Principal Component Analysis (PCA), is that the transformations of RCA
are optimized for representation or compression of data in a
group, but may not be good enough for class discrimination
[4]. In this paper, we address this problem by proposing a
method for discriminatively learning linear transformations
using the chunklet data. The key advantage of our technique
is that it results in transformations that are better for class
discrimination than RCA.

Similar to the approach in [14], we expand the original
feature by directly fetching the external text. The feature
representation is augmented with related chunklet text. The
motivation is the data in one chunklet belong to the same
class and we can enrich the feature representation with the
other data in the same chunklet. The workflow consists of
three consecutive steps, including feature extraction, feature
generation and feature combination, as shown in Figure 4.
The first step, feature extraction uses a simple bag of words
representation. That is, each article is represented by a vector of terms appearing in the article [15]. The weight of each
term is the frequency of the term in the text. The feature
generated in this step is denoted as foriginal . In the second step, the term frequency vector of the above method is
augmented with selected chunklet data. For a given comment we use its related post and all other comments in the
same chunklet as additional sources. Then we combine the
two and apply bag-of-words to the combined text to get
the feature fchunk . Finally, the new representation of the
given text is generated by a linear combination of the two:
f = w1 × foriginal + w2 × fchunk , where w1 and w2 are the
weight of the two features, and are determined empirically
in this paper. We refer to this feature representation method
as the Chunk method.

3.

4. PREPROCESSING FOR CLUSTERING

3.1

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present how to find a good representation of the original data for clustering. We assume that the
data is represented as vectors of features, and that the Euclidean distance in the feature space is used. The key point
is that we transform the original data by a transformation
matrix W which is learnt using the chunklet information,
such that the Euclidean distance in the new feature space
is so discriminative for clustering. Our work is inspired by
the traditional RCA and the work from [13], in which the
authors find the best Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analy-

The General Framework

In this section we introduce the framework of the proposed
system Cluchunk, which aims at building a web text clustering system with unlabeled data which incorporates inherent
chunklet information. The workflow is depicted in Figure 3
and consists of three main consecutive phrases. For ease of
illustration, we present an example to show how the comments from Facebook.com are grouped in the framework.
Feature Extraction: Suppose the input is comments
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Figure 3: The overall framework of our system: Cluchunk
SW , defined as
M
X
X

SW =

(x − µXm )(x − µXm )T

(1)

m=1 x∈Xm

with the within-chunk scatter matrix, Sg , defined using the
chunklet sets {Hn }N
n=1 as,
Sg =

N
X
X

(x − µHn )(x − µHn )T

(2)

n=1 x∈Hn

where µXm is the mean of data in class Xm , µHn is the mean
of the data in set Hn . Then
the transformation matrix W T
1
T
−2
is defined as W = V Λ , V is the orthogonal matrix of
eigenvectors of Sg and Λ is its corresponding matrix of singular values. V and Λ may be obtained from the singular
value decomposition of Sg = V ΛV T . Then apply W T to the
original data points x: xnew = W T x. The key technique in
RCA is it approximates SW with Sg under the assumption
that the chunklet is chosen randomly and is large enough.
However, the projections of RCA are optimized for representation or compression of data in a chunklet, but not good
for class discrimination [4].
Let us look at the supervised learning method LDA. In
LDA, all the class labels are available during training and
the LDA utilizes the label information to find informative
projection(transformation) matrix W by maximizing the following objective function J(W ):

Figure 4: The workflow of feature extraction
sis (LDA) [8] projections using fully label data. Since our
technique builds upon traditional RCA and LDA, we start
with a brief review of RCA and LDA. Then we show that the
method in [13] for fully supervised classification problem can
be naturally extended to address the problem of clustering
with chunklet information.

4.1

Problem Formulation
|X|

J(W ) =

Suppose the sample data is given by X = {xi }i=1 where
|X| denotes the size of the sample. Let Xm denote the set of
all the data with
S class label m, and M denote the number of
classes where M Xm = X. We are provided with grouped
data such that data in a chunklet share the same class label
but without the exact label.
S Let Hn denote the sample
of the nth chunklet where N Hn = X. We assume that
the number of chunks N is larger than M , and ∀Hn ⊆ Xi
with some unknown class label i. In traditional RCA, it
assumes that the distribution of the mth class is normal, i.e
Xm ∼ N (µm , Σm ) and approximates the within-class scatter

|W T Sb W |
|W T SW W |

(3)

where |.| denotes the matrix determinant and SW is defined
in (1). Sb is between-class scatter and defined as:
Sb =

M
X

NXm (µXm − µ)(µXm − µ)T

(4)

m=1

Here µ is the mean of the total input X and NXm is the number of points in class Xm . In our case, since we do not have
access to the class labels, LDA cannot be applied directly to
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learn the desired transformation. So the main problem is,
|N |
given the grouped data in the form of X = {Hn }n=1 (instead
|M |
of X = {Xm }m=1 ), how can we learn a optimal transformation W as in using the chunklet information. This problem
will be discussed in the following section.

4.2

In this section, the first experiment is to study how the
proposed ChunkLT method helps in the clustering of data,
and compare it with RCA. The K-means method is used to
cluster the data after it has been processed by the ChunkLT and RCA. We run the K-means algorithm by fixing the
number of clusters, K. We refer the method using only Kmeans as the Baseline, and compare it with RCA and the
proposed ChunkLT. The features in this experiment are all
generated using Chunk method before applied to the three
algorithm. Cluster quality is evaluated by two metrics: Purity and F-score. Purity measures the frequency whereby
data points that belong to the same cluster share the same
class label. F-score combines the information of precision
and recall which is extensively applied in information retrieval. Both the two metrics range from 0 to 1, and the
higher their value, the better the clustering quality is. Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the three algorithms with
different group sizes (M = 4, 6, 8, 10) on fbs-5000 and fly3000. ChunkLT achieves higher F-score and accuracy than
RCA and Baseline for all group sizes. However, the performance on fly-3000 is better than fbs-5000. The reason is
the two datasets have different structure (different chunklet
size).
The goal of the second experiment is to show the effectiveness of the proposed method Chunk for the feature representation and the performance of the system CluChunk. We
compare the results of four frameworks (feature generation
+ clustering) below:
Km (baseline): Traditional bag-of-words model, only using K-means, no RCA or ChunkLT before clustering
Km+Chunk: The Chunk method proposed in Section 3,
only using K-means, no RCA or ChunkLT before clustering
ChunkLT: Traditional bag-of-words model, using ChunkLT
before clustering
ChunkLT+Chunk: The Chunk method propose in Section 3, using ChunkLT before clustering
Table 3 and 4 shows the results of the four approaches with
different class sizes on fbs-5000 and fly-3000. From the results, it can be concluded that the Chunk method for the
feature generation is very powerful. Our problem system
with ChunkLT+Chunk can get great improvement than the
method only using Km.

Discriminatively Learning Linear Transformation

The work of Huang et al. [13] aimed at finding the best
LDA projections given fully labeled data. Following its idea,
we would like to find the transformations that minimizes the
within-class scatter and maximizes the between-class scatter. In other words, we want to define an objection function
like (3). Since we do not have access to the class labels, we
make the same assumption as made in RCA and approximate the within-class scatter, SW , with Sg defined in (2).
However the “between-chunk” scatter Sḡ , defined as,
Sḡ =

N
X

NHn (µ − µHn )(µ − µHn )T

(5)

n=1

is not a good approximation of the between-class scatter Sb
(NHn is the number of points in chunklet Hn ). As mentioned in Section 1, two input chunklets may contain data
from the same class. In such a case, it is not reasonable
to define a function like (3) and no discrimination would
be possible between different classes. In this work, we can
just minimize the within-chunk scatter Sg while keep the
between-chunk scatter Sḡ not collapse to zero. We look for
the transformation W that optimize the following objective
functions:
min
w

|W T Sg W |

|W T Sḡ W | > 0,

s.t.
2

||ωi || = 1

f or

and

(6)

i = 1, ..., m

where ωi are the columns of the transformation matrix
W and this objective function can be solved via generalized Eigenvalue decomposition. Similar to RCA, when W is
obtained, the original data is projected by W (in the transformed space). This transformation is named as chunklet
learning transformation (ChunkLT in this paper). In the
transformed space, the unsupervised clustering methods are
applied to the data. It is easy to prove that the ChunkLT
and RCA have the equivalent computational complexities.

5.

5.2

EXPERIMENTS ON BENCHMARK DATA

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed system CluChunk. To evaluate the proposed framework on a real-word data, we applied it to the problem of
grouping text from Facebook.com and online forums into
different clusters based on its topic. For this, two large corpus have been collected and labeled manually. The first
dataset fbs-5000 contains 5000 comments and posts from
Facebook.com with 10 topics varied from music, automobiles, to religion, politics, etc. It is important to note that
the 5000 items are from 228 chunklets. The second one is
fly-3000, which contains 3000 forum threads and replies from
Flytertalk. The 3000 items are divided into 6 categories and
originally came from 145 small chunklets.

5.1

Performance Comparison
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The Effect of Chunklet Size

The variance of the RCA estimator is effected by the number of chunklets in the dataset. In [4] Hillel et al. point that
the variance of the RCA estimator using small chunklets
rapidly converges to the variance of the best estimator. To
better understand how the chunklet size affects the clustering performance based on ChunkLT, we control the structural characteristics in the two datasets and perform the
experiments using different chunklet sizes. The results are
shown in Figures 5 and 6 (with the class size 5 and 10 respectively). It is concluded that as the chunklet size increases,
the accuracy decreases.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Automatical clustering of large scale web text data usually encounters two main problems. Firstly, as the acquisition of a large quantity of labeled data is time-consuming
and expensive, it is difficult to get accurate performance using traditional unsupervised clustering method. Secondly,
web text is short and does not have enough content to di-

Table 1: Results of K-means clustering applied to fbs-5000 dataset
four different class sizes
Algorithm
Baseline
RCA
M
F-Score Purity F-Score Purity
4
0.598
0.652
0.654
0.683
6
0.522
0.543
0.575
0.602
8
0.462
0.489
0.546
0.525
10
0.406
0.422
0.472
0.503

with three different preprocessing and
ChunkLT
F-Score Purity
0.713
0.744
0.622
0.653
0.564
0.581
0.532
0.545

Table 2: Results of K-means clustering applied to fly-3000 dataset with three different preprocessing algorithms and four different class sizes
Algorithm
Baseline
RCA
ChunkLT
M
F-Score Purity F-Score Purity F-Score Purity
4
0.622
0.684
0.704
0.732
0.752
0.805
6
0.573
0.626
0.601
0.640
0.655
0.677
8
0.536
0.579
0.569
0.595
0.608
0.625
10
0.487
0.518
0.516
0.539
0.561
0.595

Table 3: Results of different algorithms applied to fbs-5000 with four class sizes
RCA
Km
Km+Chunk
ChunkLT
ChunkLT+Chunk
M
F-Score Purity F-Score Purity F-Score Purity F-Score
Purity
4
0.537
0.622
0.598
0.652
0.644
0.667
0.713
0.744
6
0.487
0.508
0.522
0.543
0.569
0.614
0.622
0.653
8
0.437
0.450
0.462
0.489
0.512
0.535
0.564
0.581
10
0.389
0.411
0.487
0.518
0.482
0.504
0.532
0.545

Table 4: Results of different algorithms applied to fly-3000 with four class sizes
RCA
Km
Km+Chunk
ChunkLT
ChunkLT+Chunk
M
F-Score Purity F-Score Purity F-Score Purity F-Score
Purity
4
0.600
0.575
0.622
0.684
0.635
0.703
0.752
0.805
6
0.521
0.533
0.573
0.626
0.595
0.638
0.655
0.677
8
0.485
0.488
0.536
0.579
0.555
0.601
0.608
0.625
10
0.404
0.457
0.482
0.504
0.567
0.592
0.561
0.595
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rectly build a feature space for clustering. In this paper, we
have presented a general framework which learns discriminative linear transformations using only unlabeled chunklet data. The chunk information can be obtained easily or
even automatically for several kinds of web application. We
demonstrated that the classification/clustering performance
for web text can be significantly improved by: 1)incorporating the inherent chunklet information into the clustering
framework; 2)enriching the representation of short text with
additional features from related chunklets. Interestingly, the
ChunkLT method got large improvement, even though it
only needs slightly more prior information than the unsupervised method.
The key idea in this paper, which is to explore inherent or
automatically obtained chunklet information to help clustering analysis, represents an interesting research direction in
web text mining. There are many potential future directions
from this work. A straightforward task would be applying
it to the other type of social media data, like topic-based
blog summarizing, and feature-based customer review analysis. In the theoretical sense, the current version is a linear
machine and we plan to extend it to a non-linear machine
with the kernel technique in future.
Figure 5: Accuracy on test set with different chunk
size when the class size is 5
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